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Hot spots are believed responsible for a significant fraction of the heat lost from the interior of Venus [1,2]. 
Two types of features are believed to be associated with venusian hot spots: coronae and large shield volcanoes 
[31. In central Eistla Regio there is a complex elevated region, referred to as "Sappho Regio" by Senske et al. [4], 
that includes the large shields Sappho and Anala [3,4,5]. Closely associated with these shields are several coronae 
and corona-like features, including Nehalennia and Sunrta Peripheral to Sappho Regio are several more coronae 
and at least two moderate-sized shields. All of these features lie on or near curvilinear tectonic belts of diverse 
types. The close association of shields and curonae suggests that there may be a genetic link between them. 
Geological mapping and structural analysis of central Eistla Regio indicates that the coronae are older than the large 
shield v o 1 c . s .  Thus it is inferred that this hot spot evolved from producing coronae to producing large shields. 

Central Eistla Regio lies entirely within the Sappho Patera (V20) 25' x 30" Quadrangle, for which I am 
preparing a geological map. Relative ages of major tectonic and volcanic features can be determined by traditional 
stratigraphic techniques such as superposition and cross-cutting relationships of associated material units, and also 
by abutting and offsetting relationships between structural feahlres such as grabens, wrinkle ridges, and fracture 
fabrics, as previously discussed [5,6]. A greatly simplified sketch map (below) shows some of the most important 
structures and features. 

The youngest major features are the shields Anala and Sappho. Flows from Anala (Af on the map) are 
superposed on fixtures related to the corona Nehalennia, tnmcate the unnamed corona SE of Nehalennia, are 
diverted around the raised rim of the corona Sunrta, and are d i v e d  by the topography of the Sappho shield. 
Flows from Sappho (Sf) are superposed on fractures related to the corona Nehalemia. Wfinkle ridges are 
extremely rare on Anala and Sappho flows, whereas they are common to abundant on most other material units. 
A roughly north-south fracture and graben trend (labeled 2 on the map) links Sappho and Anala, and extends on 
to the north (and possibly to the south), suggesting that Sappho and Anala developed in a stress regime 
characterized by extension oriented about east-west. The youngest wrinkle ridges (not shown) on the plains 
peripheral to Sappho and Anala are generally concentric to these shields and may represent gravity-driven 
compression of the very shallow crust, comparable to the model proposed for the Tharsis rise on Mars [7]. 

Most wrinkle ridges are older than Anala and Sappho, but younger than the coronae. The density of wrinkle 
ridges is very inhomogeneous, and locally there are distinct belts of unusually abundant wrinkle ridges (shown by 
wiggly lines on the map). These belts of wrinkle ridges appear to be truncated by Anala flows, and one belt clearly 
truncates the intense concentric structure of Nehalennia Corona In general, wrinkle ridges of the dominant set, 
which varies in trend from WNW to ENE, show clear evidence that they are younger than the concentric structures 
of the coronae. The graben and fracture trend (Guor Linea; labeled 1) that extends fmm Gula Mons towards 
Sappho and Anala, and that may continue eastward [5] beyond Sappho and Anala to the Corona Libera (off the 
map), also is clearly younger than the corona Nehalennia and older than Sappho and Anala, but of uncertain age 
relative to the dominant wrinkle-ridge set. This graben and fracture trend implies a stress regime characterized by 
extension oriented roughly NNE, with evidence for limited dextral shear parallel to the trend as well. The trend 
of tbe regional wrinkle ridges implies the existence of a roughly coeval -N-S compression in the shallow crust. 

East of Anala and Sappho are two moderate-sized complexes of digitate flows emanating from low shields, 
one of which is on the map (Uf). These shields are characterized by a density of superposed wrinkle ridges that 
is much greater than for Anala and Sappho, but less than for the surrounding plains. It thus is likely that the small 
shields are only slightly younger than the coronae in this region. Much of the area of the V20 quadrangle is 
underlain by plains materials. Most of these materials appear to be relatively old, but the SAR data do not permit 
consistent mapping of subdivisions of these plains that can be arranged in chronological order. It is possible to 
define local "members" of known age relative to surrounding materials, and a small radar-dark patch (Pd) appears 
to be the youngest material in the area. Most of the unlabeled area on the map consists of undifferentiated plains, 
and both fractures related to coronae and wrinkle ridges are superposed on these plains. Isolated within these 
plains are small patches of even older highly deformed plains and tessera (not shown). 

Thus the general sequence of materials and structures in the area shown on the map is: 1) tessera and highly 
deformed plains; 2) undifferentiated plains; 3) coronae; 4) regional wrinkle ridges, wrinkle-ridge belts, moderate- 
sized shields, Guor Linea; 5) Sappho; 6) Anala, Anala-Sappho graben system; 7) radar-dark plains, wrinkle ridges 
concentric to Anala and Sappho. It is generally inferred that both coronae and large shields lie above rising diapirs 
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or plumes- in the mantle [3,4,5,8,9], the contrast between wronae and shields commonly explained as due to a 
difference in scale, with coronae lying above relatively small diapirs, large shields and volcanic rises above larger 
mantle plumes [3]. The relationships in Sappho Regio and environs suggest a more complex model in which a 
large plume spawns a cluster of m n a e  first, and large shields later. There is no obvious lateral shift of the 
lithosphere involved, because the shields occur among the coronae father than to one side of them. The locus of 
major shield volcanism is the intersection of the two most prominent trends of grabens and fractures, similar to 
the rekhmhip in the Sekmet Mcms area [lo]. The chronology reported here implies that the diapirs responsible 
for the coronae arrive at the base of the lithosphere before the main pulse of thermal energy responsible for the 
regional volcanic rise and the large shield volcanoes. 
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